KAO Justine  WORD PLAY Ambiguity Resol Model  Apr 6 2012

advisor is Noah Goodman


I sent 10 puns to my advisor  hoping it wud make him laugh

unfort, no pun in TEN DID...

ambig.  btwn INTENDED and IN TEN DID?  and why funny?


sl

a plethora of puns

every  5 mins  a man is robbed in NYC

he's really getting tired of it

a hole in the wall has been found at a nudist camp...
the police are looking into it...

sl  weird rabbit cartoon..
rabbit face on top of a triangle

then shows DUCKRABBIT illusion...  
similar to PUNS ... switch back and forth

HENRI BERGSON  1920..2 difft ideas but one series of words..

how does meaning arise... and how do we resolve lexical ambiguity?


prior decision model of foss and jenkins 1973...
and two other models incl
hoadaboom  et al..

humor theories...  percep of incongruity.. forabosco  1992

time flies like an arrow  (fruit flies) like a banana

2 silk worms had a race... they eneded up in a TIE

ATHEISM is a non -prophet organization  (vs profit)

The magician was so mad he pulled his HARE OUT...

HARE  rabiit vs hair...

she modifies  the jooke spelling  .. replace  hare with HAIR

or  the hare ran rapidly thru the filed...

expt...

64  native engl speakers on mech turk...


task... read 40 sentences 10 of each kind and rate them on funniness... and report reading habits...

puns were sign funnier than non-puns
orig puns were sign funnier than modief pusn

MODEL

must identify relevang contexts of each interp of the pun word..

global context  the magician was so mad... local context is  hare vs hair..

detect incongrous interps...

*****

local context is syntactic...  how strongly do adjacent words predict the given word using
N-gram model...

product of probab.  of adjacent words  (or prev n-1 words)

CORPUS  google n-grams
p(observe) is low
and p(homonym) is high...


eg  pulled his HAIR out  has 4M count

vs pulled his HARE out has 4k count only  so  1000 to 1...

nonpuns are more locally coherent...  than puns..

modified puns ...
the more liely the observed interp under the n-gram model, the less funny the sentence...

****

next... GLOBAL CONTEXT...
the gist of the sentence..
LDA topic model  (blei, ng and jordan 2002)

global context = TOPIC info

CORPUS = american national corpus...


rabbit hare shud be more topically related to the magician than the hair  interp..

nonpun sent shud be both locally and globally coherent...

funny when  they r  incongruent..  do NOT agree..

does scatterplot of  log prob ratio of  ngram model  (ie loc)

vs  topic model...  when coherent  (top R corner they are not funny.(cuz they are coherent)


challenges...  how to model the gist of a sentence?

SUMMARY.. sentences r funny when 2 difft means are each"correct " given difft contexts

finding so far...

modifying a pun to make it more coherent, makes it less funy...

collab:  Noah Goodman  CoCoLab
Lera Boroditsky...

jay comment: 1)  when people r MAD they pull their HAIR out
2)  but magicians  pull rabbits out of hats...
expectation has been set that u have to overcome...

jay qusitons the local syntatic  vs global interp  vs the
contextual/ global meaning...

Mike.. just ask people direclty abt the magician/ hare assoc... to get at it  ..

(ask in mech turk)...

(my thot:  have other researchers explored ambig  meanings iwth ecog etc.
to disambig  words... cuz  they lite up difft areas of cortex)..


ewart... can u modify pun to incr ambiguity?.. 
he suggests controlling fo rambiguity...

another Q:  are some people simply not getting the pun

